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WHAT IS  D IRECT MARKETING? 

+  “Direct marketing is a…form of advertising which allows businesses and 
nonprofit organisations to communicate straight to the customer, with 
advertising techniques that can include cell phone text messaging, email, 
interactive consumer websites, online display ads, database marketing, fliers, 
catalog distribution, promotional letters, targeted television commercials, 
response-generating newspaper/magazine advertisements, and outdoor 
advertising…

+  Characteristics that distinguish direct marketing are: A database of names 
(prospects, customers, businesses, etc.), often with certain other relevant 
information such as contact number/address, demographic information, 
purchase habits/history, company history, etc., is used to develop a list of 
targeted entities with some existing common interests, traits or 
characteristics. Generating such a database is often considered part of the 
Direct Marketing campaign.

+  Marketing messages are addressed directly to this list of customer and/or 
prospects…Direct marketing seeks to drive a specific "call to action." For 
example, an advertisement may ask the prospect to call a free phone number, 
mail in a response or order, or click on a link to a website.” – Wikipedia




DIRECT MARKETING ACTIV IT IES 

+ Direct Mail
+ Door to Door marketing
+  (Automated) Email campaigns
+  Leafleting/letterbox drops (mostly)
+ Mobile/SMS campaign
+  Personalised notes and cards
+  Telemarketing
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D O N ’ T  G I V E  D I R E C T  M A R K E T I N G  A  B A D  N A M E 

+  The Australia Direct Marketing Association (ADMA) Code of 
Practice was developed to set standards of conduct for direct 
marketers, minimise the risk of breaching legislation, promote a 
culture of best practice, serve as a benchmark in settling 
disputes and increase business and consumer confidence in 
doing business with ADMA members who are bound to the 
provisions of the Code.

+ Also understand local laws and regulations such as Privacy 
Laws, Anti Spam legislation, do not ring and do not knock 
registers

+  http://www.adma.com.au/comply/code-of-practice/ 
+ Direct Marketing done well, authentically and targeted can be 

very effective
+ Works best with well cultivated databases that you own though 

you can purchase databases as well (just beware of the quality 
and rules of use)

DIRECT MAIL 

+ Direct Mail usually means a letter sent personally to a person, 

though much of the time it is a form letter that has some fields 
that have been customised to make it personal

+ Great to send to existing customers if the information is highly 
relevant to them

+ Good for specific campaigns and calls to action such as appeals, 
sales, informational exercises

+ Can be quite affordable if printed in bulk and using mail merge
+  Some companies specialise in this and can help you
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DOOR TO DOOR MARKETING 

+ Can work if done safely, in accordance with laws and codes of 

practice and you have the right people doing it
+ Often most successful if it can be made highly relevant to the 

target
+  Eg. A tradesperson may doorknock the immediate neighbours or 

neighbourhood and/or leave a flyer and business card, saying 
“you may have noticed me working on/or parked at/or my sign 
outside your neighbour’s house doing such and such. Is that 
something you’d be interested in”. 

+  Eg. A real estate agent may stop by to introduce themselves and 
ask if you if you’d like a valuation

+ Door to door marketing usually requires a thick skin

EMAIL  CAMPAIGNS 

+  Emails are most effective when they are highly personalised and deliver 

valuable content as well as a call to action
+  However effective email campaigns can be done in bulk (within 

regulatory and legislative requirements) in a similar way to direct mail
+  In this case a customer relationship management system (CRM) will 

come in really useful and can be set up with automated email 
sequencing and templates that send out emails to contacts based on 
the previous interactions with you or their sales history (I’ll explain more 
on CRMs in the ENGAGE module) but it’s worth knowing they are really 
great for direct marketing activities

+  You will also need an email auto responder such as www.mailchimp.com  
that will deliver your emails for you in bulk and help track open and click 
rates as well as subscribes and unsubscribes . We’ll also talk about this 
in the next module

+  REMEMBER though a personal email as a follow-up or thank you or just 
touching base with contact is often the best form of direct marketing
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LEAFLET ING/LETTERBOX DROPS 

+  Leafleting basically means distributing a quantity of leaflets or flyers (usually 
in a large number)

+  It can be in person standing in the street, it can be in theory dropped out of 
an aeroplane (or is that just in the movies), it can be letterbox dropping 
them to a specific region or sub-region

+  Leafleting can be useful in terms of general awareness and short campaigns 
such as sales, but keep in mind that sometimes it can make its way straight 
to the bin if the recipient isn’t interested or just doesn’t like having a leaflet 
shoved in front of them

+  Always check local regulations in terms of where you can stand to give our 
leaflets 

+  Letterbox drops are usually based on a defined number and region. 
Organisations specialise in providing this service, or if it’s a small enough 
region you could do it yourself

+  As I mentioned before it can work quite well for a tradesperson working in 
the area that may leave a flyer and business card, saying “you may have 
noticed me working on/or parked at/or my sign outside your neighbour’s 
house doing such and such. Is that something you’d be interested in”. 



MOBILE/SMS CAMPAIGNS 

+ Marketing messages via mobiles/SMS can be extremely effective 
particularly for some industries or businesses.

+  Special and limited time offers, reminders for events and 
appointments and competitions work well on mobile. 

+  Texts are reported to have a very high open rate as well (as a 
general rule).

+ Always include an unsubscribe option in the SMS
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PERSONALISED NOTES AND CARDS 

+ We’ll talk about this more in the NURTURE module but it’s 
important to note how they can also be used as a direct marketing 
tool

+  Instead of a form letter, or email, create a personalised note or 
card, or just add an additional personalised handwritten note to 
your form letter. 

+  It goes a long way

TELEMARKETING 

+  Telemarketing is an artform that is also fraught with danger and the 
need to have a VERY thick skin

+  If you’re planning some large scale telemarketing activities hire an 
expert agency with a good reputation. Cheap doesn’t mean best

+  The person you’re hiring needs to be able to connect with the 
person at the other end of the phone

+  If you have only a small number you’d like to call, do it yourself and/
or delegate to your staff

+  If someone has a personal relationship with a particular contact get 
them to make the call

+ Call at a time you know to be convenient to your contact on their 
preferred number

+ Always have a reason for the call, whether you’re touching base to 
get feedback, or want to make an exclusive offer

+  Try to make it as conversational as possible. 
+  In the PERSUADE module I’ll talk about sales techniques for this
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